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Simon & Schuster Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Witness the Dead, Craig
Robertson, Scotland 1972. Glasgow is haunted by a murderer nicknamed Red Silk - a feared serial
killer who selects his victims in the city's nightclubs. The case remains unsolved but Archibald Atto,
later imprisoned for other murders, is thought to be Red Silk. In modern-day Glasgow, DS Rachel
Narey is called to a gruesome crime scene at the city's Necropolis. The body of a young woman lies
stretched out over a tomb. Her body bears a three-letter message from her killer. Now retired,
former detective Danny Neilson spots a link between the new murder and those he investigated in
1972 - details that no copycat killer could have known about. But Atto is still behind bars. Must
Danny face up to his fears that they never caught their man? Determined finally to crack the case,
Danny, along with his nephew, police photographer Tony Winter, pays Atto a visit. But they soon
discover that they are going to need the combined efforts of police forces past and present to bring
a twisted killer to justice. Move over MacBride! Witness the Deadis the compelling new thriller from
Scotland's...
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This book could be worthy of a read through, and a lot better than other. It can be full of knowledge and wisdom I am just happy to tell you that here is the
best book we have read through inside my personal lifestyle and could be he finest pdf for ever.
-- Miss Concepcion Gusikowski DDS-- Miss Concepcion Gusikowski DDS

Comprehensive manual for pdf fans. It is full of wisdom and knowledge You will like how the writer publish this book.
-- Mr . Ez equiel Rolfson-- Mr . Ez equiel Rolfson
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